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Back from South East Asia
September 2000 the Heinz von Hermann JazzAhead Quintet headed to South East Asia
Together
Heinz von Hermann-Sax and Flute
Johannes Faber – Trumpet
Bruno Castellucci – Drums
Erwin Schmidt – Piano
Uli Langthaler- Double Bass
The musicians started directly to Jakarta in
Indonesia, where they played at the Kesian
Gedung Festival and at the legendary Jazz
Club JAMZ. At the Shangri La Hotel in the
Jazz Club Basement the audience was as
enthusiastic as at the festival.
From Jakarta the band flew over to Kuala
Lumpur where the musicians played 3 concerts at the wonderful hotel Carcosa Seri Negara. All
Embassies were invited from the Austrian Embassy and as well the Major of the City. A charity
workshop at the College of Music of the City was the end of this trip to one of Asia’s most wonderful
Cities. The band flew over to the island of Langkawi where again concerts in the beautiful Hotel
Andaman, where the manager is an Austrian, where played in front of nearly most of all inhabitants of
this island. Singapore followed as a totally different event. The JazzAhead Quintet jammed at the most
famous Jazz club “Harry’s” downtown and a concert in the Art Council in the MTA building and
again a charity workshop with the youth of Singapore. A lunch concert in the Creative Technical
Centre was the end before the band had some time to make a wonderful sight seeing tour which was
arranged by a drummer and friend of the band Frank Wong. The last stop on this monster tour was
Hanoi. There was again a charity workshop in the conservatory. The youth of this nice country were
amazed about the quality the 5 European musicians were presenting to them. The first EU Jazz
Festival was given in the old beautiful concert hall of the conservatory of Hanoi . The Austrian
Embassy was again helpful with all organisations of the arrangements the band had needs off. As well
it was possible to jam at the only Vietnamese Jazz club in Hanoi, the “Minh’s Jazzclub”.
Special thanks for helpings and sponsoring for this tour to: the Austrian Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
the Austrian Embassies of Indonesia, Malaysia, Vietnam, Dr. Segalla, Mag. Moosbrugger, Dr.
Müllner, Mag. Kratzer, Mrs. Hang, Sara Fang, Minh, Leo Kuscher, Jen, Thierry, Frank and Iris and
Hermann the „Jungle Man“

